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“KINDERLAND RESISTS!  

WITHOUT STRUGGLE 

THERE IS NO 

PROGRESS.” 



CAMP KINDERLAND 2017 PEACE OLYMPICS 

Kinderland Resists: Without Struggle There is No Progress 

For the past 59 years our campers and staff have participated in a very special tradition at Camp 

Kinderland.  The Kinderland Peace Olympics has been an integral part of every season in that it 

reflects camp’s values of peace, equality, and social justice.  Our goal is to pay tribute to the people, 

events, and social movements that reflect our commitment to make the world a better place.  In 

addition, the Peace Olympics provides us with a framework of group cooperation and respect for 

one another’s abilities. Children can exercise their many skills, explore new ideas and capacities, 

and share with each other across age groups.  Best of all, they do all of this while having a great 

time.   

This summer, mindful of the threats to our country and the lives of countless others, we have chosen 

the following teams to illustrate this year’s cultural theme: Kinderland Resists: Without Struggle 

There Is No Progress:  Protect the Environment; Welcome Immigrants; Defend Voting Rights; 

Resist Militarization 

 The Olympics would not be made possible without the staff’s tireless dedication to campers.  You 

all play an integral role in ensuring that our campers draw valuable lessons and have loads of fun.  

Please remember that the Olympic Committee is available to you as a resource.  Please feel free to 

call on Cindy (Z and T), Joanna, Raquel, Julia, Jenna, Ira, Val, Mike, Judee, Josh, Mat or Dennis, 

for information and/or support. 

 

 



GREETINGS FROM THE OLYMPIC COMMITTEE 

(by Joe Fitzgerald, to “Quite Early One Morning,” by Pete Seeger) 

When we draw borders 

 Between our nations 

The whole world ‘round 

 People are abandoned 

 

But we will struggle 

And we’ll resist 

Until our country 

 Welcomes immigrants 

 

Each time a tree falls 

 And a factory’s built 

Greens go gray  

And miners are led astray 

 

But we will struggle  

And we’ll resist 

Against corporate greed 

To protect the environment 

 

All those in power 

Who seek to oppress 

They make up stories 

To criminalize the weak 

 

But we will struggle 

And we’ll resist 

With all our might 

To defend voting rights 

 

The things we fear 

Must not control us 

For the race to arms 

Will turn the planet to dust 

 

So we will struggle 

And we’ll resist 

Militarization! 

BURY THAT BOMB! 

 

And though it’s darkest /  Before the dawn      

Oh it is this thought/  That keeps me movin’ on: 

Through all this world/  Of toil and sorrow 

We still can have  /Singing tomorrow 



OPENING NIGHT SPEECHES 

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT 

Throughout recent history, the EPA has unfortunately had a wobbly history.  Surprisingly, the EPA 

was founded with a very environmentalist campaign by then president, Richard Nixon. It ran as 

mandated until the late 1980’s, when Anne Gorsuch was appointed president.  She put scientists on 

watch lists, fired many employees, did away with many regulations, and allowed companies to do 

things that hurt the environment, until she was forced to resign.  This year, Donald Trump appointed 

Scott Pruitt as president of the EPA.  This man has sued the EPA over14 times to restrict the clean 

air and water act.  He has proposed a whopping 31% budget cut to his own organization, opposed 

child safety regulations, and shut down the EPA website.  As a takeaway of this woeful past, it is of 

prime concern to put attention to working toward a better future, and for now that objective should 

be focused on protecting the environment. 

Environmental racism is the denial of access to a clean environment, based on a community’s race.  

Two main examples of environmental racism are Flint, Michigan and Standing Rock, North Dakota.  

Flint is a primarily Black community that was denied access to clean water when their government 

re-routed their water supply system to save money.  The new water supply contained lead, which is 

extremely harmful because of the multi-generational impacts of lead poisoning.  Environmental 

racism is also apparent at Standing Rock.  An oil pipeline, originally set to go through a wealthy 

white neighborhood, was re-routed to cut through the sacred land of the Sioux.  In addition, 95% of 

people of color have seen their claims against polluters denied by the Environmental Protection 

Agency. 

IMMIGRATION (added post season) 

 

We are the Welcome Immigrants team. We are pledged to resist Donald Trump's travel ban, and we 

have chosen to represent, on our mural, the flags of the countries that Trump had banned. The fight 

for immigrant rights is as old as U.S. history and has always been an incredibly pertinent issue in 

this country. Whether it be the Chinese Exclusion Act in 1882, or the turning away of the MS St. 

Louis during the holocaust in 1939, the fight for immigrant rights has been a constant. Despite this, 

we are and have always been a nation of immigrants. From demonstrations at airports and in the 

streets, to a growing number of municipalities declaring themselves Sanctuary Cities despite threats 

from the current administration, the forces for justice stand with immigrants; and we stand in 

solidarity with them all. 

 

 

 

 



DEFEND VOTING RIGHTS 

We are “Defend Voting Rights,” and our goal is to end voter suppression.  Voter suppression is a 

form of disenfranchisement and a tactic used by politicians to elect certain candidates.  Some forms 

of voter suppression are demanding a photo id to vote, denying convicted felons the vote, and 

fraudulent claims of illegal voting. 

Ten per cent of Americans don’t have the photo id necessary to vote.  More than 2.3 million 

Americans are incarcerated and unable to vote.  Restrictions on the pathway to citizenship ensure 

that immigrants remain undocumented and unable to vote.  Our goal is to minimize voter 

restrictions and allow all people an equal voice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESIST MILITARIZATION 

We are the Resist Militarization team.  We resist both foreign and domestic militarization. In 

Ferguson we witnessed local police using military-grade weapons such as tanks and sniper rifles on 

civilians who were protesting police brutality and the killing of Michael Brown.  We want to 

eliminate the militarization of local police.  We also want to end militarization abroad. 

The Vietnam War was an example of militarization and resistance.  People protested, finally leading 

to an end to the draft, a lowering of the voting age, and an end to the war.  As we struggle against 

militarization in the present, we must keep the victories of the past in mind, and remember that 

without struggle there is no progress. 



OPENING CEREMONY SONGS 

WELCOME IMMIGRANTS 

We’re gonna sit at the welcome table  

We’re gonna sit at the welcome table one of these days, Hallelujah 

We’re gonna sit at the welcome table 

Sit at the welcome table one of these days 

 

We’re gonna welcome all immigrants (etc.) 

 

We’re gonna open up those borders (etc.) 

 

We’re gonna fight for sanctuary (etc.) 

 

We’re gonna work to stop the wall (etc.) 

 

We’re gonna get them civil rights (etc.) 

 

We’re gonna sit at the welcome table… 

 

 

RESIST MILITARIZATION 

 

I’m gonna bury that atom bomb 

Down by the riverside (3x) 

I’m gonna bury that atom bomb     

Down by the riverside 

Ain’t gonna study war no more (4x) 

        

I’m gonna put down my riot gear 

And join the picket line (3x) 

I’m gonna put down my riot gear 

And join the picket line 

Ain’t gonna militarize police 

 

I’m gonna give up those bad beliefs 

Get rid of fear and hate (3x) 

I’m gonna give up those bad beliefs 

Get rid of fear and hate 

I ain’t gonna practice prejudice 

 

I’m gonna burn up those draft cards 

No war in Vietnam (etc.) 

Ain’t gonna fight and kill no more 

 

I’m gonna lay down my sword and shield  

Down by the riverside (etc.) 



DEFEND VOTING RIGHTS 

 

Put our names down, brother, 

Where do we sign? 

We’re gonna fight for our right to vote 

We’ll walk in line 

Polls to polls and state to state 

If we don’t take charge, it’ll soon be too late 

We’re gonna put our names down! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

CHEERS 

 

WELCOME IMMIGRANTS 

 

Knock those borders to the ground 

Welcome immigrants from all around! 

 

Immigration – we’re one nation 

There's no place for deportation! 

 

 

RESIST MILITARIZATION 

 

Educate or militarize? 

What are our priorities? 

 

Run the field!  Throw the disk! 

End militaristic stop and frisk! 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

TEAM SONGS 

 
RESIST MILITARIZATION  

(to the tune of “Grenade” by Bruno Mars) 

 

Chorus: 

We will stop the grenades for all 

No more bombs should ever fall 

Demilitarize this land 

All these weapons are out of hand 

 

We will fight through all this hate 

De-militarize every state 

We will work for our children 

To have a better fate 

 



Verse: 

Nagasaki, Vietnam, from the first bomb oh 

People have been frightened from the Middle East to Guam 

North Korea, World War II, this is nothing new 

Gotta learn from the past 

This cannot last (OOOH) 

 

Burnt draft cards to ash 

And tossed them in the trash 

Tossed them in the trash we did            

Gave you all our funds  

And you turned them into guns 

So let’s take a stand 

 

[Chorus] 

 

The police, military, they are not the same oh 

The government is playing but the war is not a game 

Mad kids, bad kids 

That’s all that they see 

Using guns in poor black neighborhoods that they don’t really need 

 

He told you I can’t breathe 

But you didn’t believe  

But you didn’t believe him no 

Protestors raged in 

New York to Ferguson  

So let’s take a stand 

 

[Chorus] 

 

When our forests were on fire 

Ooh, you let them burn down in flames 

Working immigrants are tired      

And the I-C-E is to blame 

You said they could vote  

You’re a liar ‘cause they never, ever, ever could 

Could they?       

 

[Chorus] 

 

 

DEFEND VOTING RIGHTS  

 

We deserve the right to vote 

Even if progress is slow 

Unfair laws are bound to go 

Resistance is all we know. 



 

No fraud, tests, or intimidation 

Polls should reflect the population 

Now there’s harmful legislation 

From 21 states across the nation 

 

Let’s end voter discrimination [4x] 

 

Many voices were revived 

By the Act of ‘65  

Voter suppression has been disguised 

But we can break through all their lies 

 

Let’s make simpler registration [4x] 

 

Once you go to jail you know 

You have lost your right to vote 

One mistake can end your chance 

To voice opinions on your stance 

 

Neighborhoods have been divided 

To make elections all one-sided 

Restricted access to polling places 

Are mostly based on people’s races. 

 

Let’s make simpler registration [4x] 

 

We should vote to make a plan 

To welcome folks from every land 

And save our planet hand in hand 

Let’s get all the weapons banned 

 

All we ask from now on in 

Is that all our citizens 

Can express thoughts from within 

And vote on their visions 

 

Let’s end voter discrimination [4x] 

 

 

WELCOME IMMIGRANTS  

(to the tune of “Girlfriend” by Avril Lavigne) 

 

CHORUS: 

Hey hey, ICE ICE, we’re fighting deportation 

Go away, go away, we are one nation 

Hey hey, ICE ICE, we stand with immigration 

(Guitar Riff) 



Hey hey, you you, I don’t like your borders 

We are, we are, we are all human 

Hey hey, you you, open up your borders 

 

Immigrants, this is your time to stand together 

Deportation is a crime we’ll fight forever 

Documentation can’t change your place in this nation (this nation, this nation, this nation) 

Don’t you know that we strive for sanctuary 

And this movement isn’t temporary 

Immigrants make a diverse population (ulation, ulation, ulation) 

 

BRIDGE:  

We’re gonna write some letters 

Protest to make it better 

All countries come together now! 

And that’s what everyone’s talking about! 

 

CHORUS 

 

Immigrants come over here, we’ll tell you 

what you wanna hear 

Together let’s make these borders disappear 

We’re all immigrants and we get the job done 

(done, done, done) 

Deforestation I don’t want it near, yeah 

Voter representation that’s what I wanna hear, yeah 

Demilitarization uniting the world as one (as one, as one, as one) 

 

BRIDGE 

 

CHORUS      

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

 

SKITS 

PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT  

Scene 1 – Backdoor Business Dealings 

A BOSS and two business associates gather around a table planning the path of an upcoming 

pipeline project. 

B 1: BOSS we gotta finalize the plans for the ECHO pipeline. However, the people are getting 

pretty upset. 

BOSS: What do you mean? 

BA 2: They’re threatening to sue if anything goes wrong and have been protesting for days. 



BA 1: And you know they have enough money to do that. 

BOSS: There’s no way we’re going to stop this close to the deadline. This is our biggest project. 

I’m not going to risk it for a few threats. 

BA 2: Wait! Why don’t we run it through Rosetown? 

BA 1: Yeah! No one of importance lives there anyway! 

BA 2: And they could never sue us. 

BOSS: Shut up! I have an idea! Why don’t we just run the line through that town Rosetown? 

BA 1 & BA 2: [look at each other] Great idea Boss! 

BOSS: Why didn’t I think of this earlier! 

BA 1: So smart!        

BA 2: Great thinking!  

BOSS:  It’s foolproof! They’ll never see it coming and those people could never sue me. Let’s just 

be low key and tell them everything is okay. This is perfect! We’ll make millions [evil laugh] 

BA 1 and BA 2: [evil laugh] 

BOSS: Let’s go make some money! 

Scene 2 – Protest #1 

Enter Builders 1 and 2 with tools, cones, and signs. They start to work on pipeline. They chop down 

a tree. Business persons 1 and 2 are directing them. ACTIVISTs 1 and 2 are leading a crowd in 

chants and arguing with the businesspeople over the path of the pipeline. 

PROTESTERS [chanting three times]: “You are hurting people’s land!  Now together we will 

stand!”  

ACTIVIST 1: “What do we want?” 

PROTESTERS: “Clean water!” 

ACTIVIST 1: “When do we want it?” 

PROTESTERS: “Now!” 

ACTIVIST 2: “What do we want?” 

PROTESTERS: “Clean energy!” 

ACTIVIST 2: “When do we want it?” 



PROTESTERS: “Now!” 

BUSINESSMAN[walks up to ACTIVIST 1]: “Now look, I’m sure there’s a way we can make this 

go away quietly [tries to slip a 100 dollar bill to ACTIVIST 1]. 

ACTIVIST 1: “I don’t want your money! Is that all you can think about? Money! This is about the 

environment. This is about peoples’ lives and survival!” 

BUSINESSMAN[pulls out a phone]: I tried to warn you. You’ve forced my hand… [into the 

phone] Yeah Lou, seems like they won’t respond to common logic. 

Cops 1 and 2 walk onto stage. 

COP 1: Okay, this protest is over. Move it along.  

PROTESTERS are SLOWLY and GENTLY pushed off stage. 

ACTIVIST 2 [defiantly yelling]: “This isn’t the end, we will never stop fighting to protect the 

environment!” 

Scene 3 – Town Council Meeting 

The MAYOR has one town council member to each side. There is a crowd of townspeople across 

the room from them.  

TOWNSFOLK 1 [stands up and points to the MAYOR]: “You told us it would be safe!” 

MAYOR: I assure you the cleaning will be finished soon. I just told- [is interrupted] 

TOWNSFOLK 2 [stands up]: No! We have had enough of your promises. The pipeline has been 

leaking for three months. 

TOWNSFOLK 3 [stands up and yells at the 

crowd]: My farmland is ruined! 

TOWNSFOLK 1: My children can’t play in the 

stream and I can’t trust the drinking water! 

CROWD: Yeah!!! 

TOWNSFOLK 2: You have to do something! 

MAYOR: I assure you, we are doing all we can. 

CROWD: Grumble, grumble, grumble.  

 TOWNSFOLK 3: Well if our MAYOR won’t help us, I guess we’ll have to reach out to other 

towns! 



Scene 4 – ACTIVISTs/Town Representatives Meeting 

Now it is the ACTIVISTs who have gathered together around a table, in a similar fashion to the 

businesspeople of Scene 1. 

TOWNSFOLK 1 [stands up and raises both hands to get everyone’s attention]: We have called this 

meeting today to both educate, warn, and ask for the help of the neighboring towns of Brookfield 

[motions towards Brookfield Representative], Rivertown [motions towards Rivertown 

Representative], and Sunnyville [motions towards Sunnyville Representative].  

 As most of you know by now there is a plan to expand the ECHO pipeline through 

neighboring areas. Not only do we oppose this on the moral grounds that it creates pollution by 

supporting pro-fossil fuel energy sources, but it also has already leaked damaging the environment 

in our hometown of of Rosetown. 

TOWNSFOLK 2 [stands up to get everyone’s attention]: Our waters and farmland were heavily 

polluted by the leak! 

Brookfield Representative: I think I speak for all of us when I say that we thank you for this 

meeting and warning, but [pause to look around the table] what can we do? 

TOWNSFOLK 2: Well last time the pipeline was being built we tried to protest, but there simply 

weren’t enough people. We are planning to have a new protest with much more people, and have 

even invited the local media [raises a hand towards REPORTER]. 

REPORTER: Hi, my name is Ann, and I work for Massachusetts Daily. I would love to cover your 

protest. 

Rivertown Representative: That’s great and all, but again, what can we do?! 

TOWNSFOLK 2:  I’ll tell you what you can do. Educate! Network! Go back to your local 

communities and educate them on the potentional dangers of having a pipeline like this in their 

backyard. Spread the word to other towns that maybe couldn’t make it to this meeting. Tell any 

local media you know, write op-ed’s in your local papers, and write to and call local politicians. 

When you have done everything you can, meet us back here in three weeks with everyone you can 

find to protest this expansion. Together nothing can stop us! 

Scene 5 – Final Protest against expanded pipeline 

Builders 1 and 2, Cop 1 and 2, and Businessperson 1 and 2 are all standing around.   A huge 

protestcrowd is standing across stage from them (All of team PTE is now with the PROTESTERS).   

TOWNSFOLK 1 [stands up on a milk crate and raises both hands to get everyone’s attention]: 

“Let’s make sure everyone is here! Is Brookfield here?” 

 

BROOKFIELD REPRESENTATIVE [and part of crowd]: Present! 



TOWNSFOLK 1: “Is Rivertown here?” 

RIVERTOWN REPRESENTATIVE [and part of crowd]: Present! 

TOWNSFOLK 1: “Is Sunnyville here?” 

SUNNYVILLE REPRESENTATIVE [and part of crowd]: Present! 

(TOWNSFOLK 1 gets off crate. TOWNSFOLK 2 gets up and leads all in chant.) 

ALL [Chants]:  “No more oil, no more oil! Let’s keep clean the Earth and soil!” 

BOSS [when cheer is over, says loudly to the police]: Well, what are you waiting for? Arrest these 

agitators!  

COP 1 [Cop 1 and 2 look at each other]: Sir, have you seen how many people are here? They would 

fill our jails four times over… 

BOSS: Cowards! Everyone get out of here! Shoo! Shoo! [foolishly tries to disperse PROTESTERS. 

PROTESTERS stand ground strongly.] 

REPORTER [runs onto stage waving a newspaper]: Everyone, everyone! The permits have been 

denied! The pipeline won’t be expanded!  

  PROTESTERS cheer and everyone sings the team song. 

 

-------------------------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

DEFEND VOTING RIGHTS  

Daughter, Mother 1 and Mother 2 sitting at table  

MOTHER 1: Wow! I can’t believe you’re 18! You finally have a voice in our government! 



DAUGHTER: I know, it feels odd having this kind of power, but I know my vote is only one in 

millions, it’s not like it would make much of a difference. 

MOTHER 2: Don’t take your right to vote for granted! Remember, there once was a time when 

women couldn’t vote. 

DAUGHTER: I remember learning about that in school. Who were the people involved in obtaining 

the right for women to vote? 

MOTHER 1: They were called suffragists; did you know your great-grandmother was Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton? 

DAUGHTER:  Stanton? Isn’t that where The Office is filmed?   

MOTHER 2:  Not Scranton! Stanton! She was a ACTIVIST and writer who helped organize the 

first women's rights convention in Seneca Falls. She was also the president of the National Woman 

Suffrage Association for quite a while. She actually delivered her famous Seneca Falls address on 

this very day, July 19th 1848!  

[Family freezes and we see Elizabeth Cady Stanton giving a speech] 

ELIZABETH:  But we are assembled to protest against a form of government existing without the 

consent of the governed - to declare our right to be free as man is free, to be represented in the 

government which we are taxed to support, we protest such disgraceful laws as give man the power 

to chastise and imprison his wife, to take the wages which she earns, the property which she 

inherits, and, in case of separation, the children of her love; laws which make her the mere 

dependent on his bounty. It is to protest against such unjust laws as these that we are assembled 

today, and to have them, if possible, forever erased from our statute books, deeming them a shame 

and a disgrace to a republic in the nineteenth century.  

[Family unfreezes] 

MOTHER 1: Starting in 1893, in state after state women won the right to vote, until eventually in 

1920 Women won the right to vote all over America. 

DAUGHTER: All women? I think it’s amazing that women had the right to vote, but didn’t it also 

exclude women of color? I thought that people of color didn’t have the right to vote until after the 

civil rights movement? 

MOTHER 2:  It’s a bit more complicated than that. After the civil war, black people were free to 

vote but they still encountered many obstacles when trying to use their voice. 

DAUGHTER:  Like what? 

MOTHER 1: There were several different ways, legal and illegal, in which black votes were 

suppressed.  



 [Family freezes and Goodman, Schwerner and Chaney walk on stage] 

CHANEY:   These literacy tests make no sense! Why should I have to pass a test made for me to 

fail just to make my voice heard? I shouldn't have to know more than my white counterparts in 

order to vote. 

GOODMAN:  I agree; and there's such a heavy police presence whenever we try to help register 

people to vote. 

SCHWERNER: I think it's time we hit the road again and helped register black people to vote. The 

only way to make change is to have everybody's voice as important as the last. 

   [Goodman, Schwerner and Chaney exit stage. Family unfreezes] 

MOTHER 1: Goodman, Schwerner and Chaney were killed fighting for the voting rights of black 

people in America, but the fight didn’t stop there. A year later, the voting rights act in 1965 banned 

literacy tests and other forms of voter suppression while also providing federal oversight of voter 

registration. 

DAUGHTER: Wow! I can't believe we’ve accomplished this much in such a short amount of time! 

MOTHER 2: It’s true we’ve come very far in terms of voting rights, but we still have some ways to 

go. 

MOTHER  1:  For example, the polls are only open for a limited amount of time, meaning you need 

to go to the poll now to make sure your vote gets cast. 

DAUGHTER: You’re right! I’m going now! 

  [Daughter leaves; transition to her in line at voting booth. Man in front of her turns around.] 

MAN: I can’t believe these lines are so long just to cast a ballot! A right this simple should not be 

so inaccessible.  

DAUGHTER: Inaccessible? What do you mean? 

MAN: There are lots of ways our government is still suppressing our rights to vote. Even today 

people are dealing with obstacles. 

PERSON BEHIND HER: The polling stations are only open for a limited amount of time, meaning 

some people may miss their chance to vote if they’re not free during those times. Lot of people are 

also facing voter id laws, forcing you to show several forms of id before they allow you to vote.  

PERSON 2: These laws disproportionately target black and Hispanic voters, who may not have 

government issued Id’s. 



MAN: In some places, Poll conductors have the ability to turn away a voter just because that person 

doesn’t look like a citizen in their eyes. Also, a process called Gerrymandering allows politicians to 

redraw district lines in order to skew votes in their favor. Gerrymandering often disenfranchises 

neighborhoods that have high minority populations. 

DAUGHTER: What about undocumented immigrants? Do they get to vote? 

PERSON 2: Unfortunately no, because they have no records, they’re not allowed to have a say in 

the very government that governs them. Felons are not allowed to vote either. After you go to 

prison, you lose your voice in the government. People should be able to vote regardless of who they 

are or who they were.  

DAUGHTER: These false claims of voter fraud are a threat to our democracy. 

MAN: There has to be something we can do! 

PERSON: There is! How about after we vote, we all take a trip down to the local high school and 

help start an automatic registration process for seniors to sign up for as soon as they graduate. The 

youth need to be educated about their rights as citizens 

DAUGHTER: How about we also start a petition to put more polling stations in our area? 

PERSON 2: All of these ideas sound great, but it’s going to take time. Democracy only works if 

every person of age can cast a ballot. As long as we keep fighting for our rights, America can be a 

place where everyone has their voice heard and accounted for. 

 



   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


